[Differentiation between primary hepatocellular carcinoma and hemangioma on MRI].
Most of the primary hepatocellular carcinoma and hemangioma in TIWI are having low signals. Hemangioma is relatively lower in signal intensity than primary hepatocellular carcinoma, but they are really no so easy compare by bare eye. On the contrary, in T2WI, hemangioma is more brighter than primary hepatocellular carcinoma. So, by compare the variety shows from T1WI to T2WI, we can differentiated between primary hepatocellular carcinoma and hemangioma. By measuring the signal intensity in non-tumor area, there are no marked different in T1WI and T2WI, but hemangioma, as compare with primary hepatocellular carcinoma in signal intensity, is lower in T1WI and much higher in T2WI. Such results are all having statistic significant with p value less than 0.05. In measuring the different in signal intensity or ratio between tumor and non-tumor areas, there were mark different in T2WI and whereas there were no different in T1WI. By using two-point method, the T2-relaxation is measured in twenty eight cases of primary hepatocellular carcinoma and thirteen cases (twenty four lesions) of hemangioma. We found that there were nearly equal in nontumor areas, but there were mark different in T2-relaxation. In comparison with intravenous injection of Gd-DTPA in 10 cases of primary hepatocellular carcinoma and six cases of hemangioma, the latter were having similar dynamic CT appearance. Enhancement of signal intensity was found starting from peripheral part to central area. The primary hepatocellular carcinoma were having none of the above phenomenon. The liver MRI study is still expensive and time consuming.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)